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Abstract
In this paper we consider the effect of six Lagrange-type functions
on the efficiency of global solution methods for nonconvex constrained
optimization problems. The Lagrange-type functions studied are the
Quadratic Augmented Lagrangian, a Lagrangian formed by an exponen-
tial reformulation of the constraint function, penalty functions which in-
clude a reformulated objective function and two Lagrangians which are
formed by combining reformulated objective and constraint functions. We
present typical numerical results for the minimization of each of these
Lagrange-type functions using a combination of the discrete gradient and
cutting angle methods. The results obtained show that the functions
formed by combining a reformulated objective and constraint function are
minimized with much greater efficiency than those formed using the other
Lagrange-type functions. The results also show that the most popular
method among those considered in this paper (the quadratic augmented
Lagrangian) is the most inefficiently minimized function.
Key Words: Lagrange functions, constrained global optimization,
nonconvex minimization, augmented Lagrangian.
1 Introduction
In this paper we will consider the following constrained optimization prob-
lem:
minimize f0(x)
subject to
f1(x) ≤ 0, x ∈ X (1.1)
where X ⊆ IRn, f0 : X → IR, f1 : X → IR.
Many techniques are available to solve this problem, two of the most
popular being the method of Lagrange multipliers and the penalty func-
tion method. We define a Lagrange function as:
L(x, λ) = f0(x) + λf1(x)
1
and the traditional penalty function is defined by:
p(x, λ) = f0(x) + λf
+
1 (x)
where
f+1 (x) =
{
f1(x), f1(x) > 0
0, f1(x) ≤ 0
for both of these functions x ∈ X,λ > 0
The key concept of both of these approaches is the combination of the
objective and constraint functions into a single unconstrained function
which exhibits a global optimum which is equal to that of the original
problem. This exploits the idea of duality and relies on a zero duality gap
for its success. In the case of Lagrange functions the convexity of f0 and
f1 is a sufficient condition for the zero duality gap.
For penalty functions the zero duality gap holds for any problem for
which the perturbation function β(y) = minx{f0(x) : f1(x) ≤ y}, y > 0 is
lower semi-continuous at the point 0 (see for example [9]). This condition
admits a great many more functions than just those that are convex. The
payoff for this loosening of assumptions is that the penalty function is
not differentiable, whereas the Lagrangian is differentiable provided the
objective and constraint functions are differentiable.
Recently some alternatives to these two traditional methods have been
proposed. The augmented Lagrangian was first studied by Hestenes [4]
and Powell [5] for problems with equality constraints and was extended
to the inequality constrained case by Rockafellar [8]. In our study we
will assume that we have an active constraint and thus we will define the
quadratic augmented Lagrangian by:
Lc(x, λ) = f0(x) + λf1(x) + cf1(x)2, λ, c > 0 (1.2)
It has been shown (see for example [8]) that this function maintains the
zero duality gap property under much milder assumptions than the tra-
ditional Lagrangian. Currently this approach is the most popular for use
with constrained optimization problems.
An alternative to the traditional penalty approach has been suggested
by Rubinov and Yang [9]. This approach involves a reformulation of the
objective function in the following way:
p(x, k, λ) = σ(f0(x) + k) + λf1(x), λ, k > 0 (1.3)
where σ : IR 7→ IR is a strictly increasing, concave function with the
additional property
lim
v→∞
σ′(v) = 0.
Using this reformulation method, Bagirov and Rubinov [2] have con-
ducted numerical experiments which show that it is possible to produce
a solution with a smaller value of λ than is required in the traditional
penalty approach. In these experiments the authors compare two differ-
ent types of function for σ namely, σ(u) = ln(u) and σ(u) = up, p ∈ (0, 1).
In this paper these approaches will be referred to as the log penalty func-
tion approach and the pth-power penalty function approach respectively.
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Further to these previously studied methods we will also introduce a
new type of Lagrangian we will call the exponential Lagrangian. This
Lagrangian is defined in the following way:
Lρ(x, λ) = f0(x) + λ(exp(ρf1(x))− 1), λ, ρ > 0 (1.4)
As well as the aforementioned methods this paper will consider com-
binations of these approaches, in particular we will investigate the log-
exponential Lagrangian and the pth-power-exponential Lagrangian. These
are defined as:
Lρ,k(x, λ) = ln(f0(x) + k) + λ(exp(ρf1(x))− 1) (1.5)
and
Lρ,k,p(x, λ) = (f0(x) + k)p + λ(exp(ρf1(x))− 1) (1.6)
respectively.
The ultimate aim of this study is to provide numerical results for some
test problems with nonconvex objective functions and convex constraints.
This is clearly a very large class of problems in global optimization and
we do not intend to provide results which are in any way comprehensive.
Rather our hope is that results will be characteristic of any larger trends.
We will use each of the six approaches outlined in a bid to assess which
method(s) provide unconstrained functions which are efficiently and re-
liably optimized from a range of starting points using an optimization
algorithm. The numerical method which we will use consists of a combi-
nation of the Discrete Gradient Method and the Cutting Angle Method.
The Discrete Gradient Method is a derivative-free local search algorithm
which is primarily used to find the minima of the function whilst the cut-
ting angle method is a global search algorithm which we will use to enable
the local search method to escape from minima which may be local but
not global. For details of these methods see [1] and [3]. It is of some
interest to note that for all the problems under consideration, if the glob-
ally optimal value was achieved, it was done via the exclusive use of the
local Discrete Gradient method and the Cutting Angle method merely
confirmed the global nature of the solutions and did not improve them.
2 Numerical Results
For our numerical experiments we will consider test problems of the form
(1.1) where f0(x) is a nonconvex function and f1(x) is a convex function.
We will solve each problem using the six reformulation methods outlined
in the introduction. Each of these methods will be tested 8 times using dif-
ferent, randomly generated starting points. This will enable us to gain an
insight into the consistency of each method as well as its overall efficiency.
Some typical examples are chosen for presentation due to their general
indicative nature and more results which exhibit the same behaviour have
been obtained but are ommitted. In particular test problems 1 and 2
involve functions of only two variables for illustrative purposes, however
test problem 3 along with further problems studied by the author indicate
that the conclusions hold equally for higher dimensional problems.
It will be helpful to make use of the following notation;
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Table 1: Problem 1, Summary of Results
Reformulation Method min nf max nf average nf
Exponential Lagrange Function 599 1755 1206
log Penalty Function 225 282 263
pth-power Penalty Function 300 590 533
Quadratic Augmented Lagrange Function 247 13605 4310
log-Exponential Lagrange Function 155 351 227
pth-power-Exponential Lagrange Function 147 369 236
• x∗ is the global minimizer
• f∗0 = f0(x∗)
• n-iter is the number of iterations of the algorithm
• nf is the number of function calculations made
Note that all results refer to the efficiency of the Discrete Gradient
Method in finding the global minimum.
2.1 Test Problem 1
f0(x0, x1) = x0 sin(x0) + x1 sin(x1) + 100
subject to
f1(x0, x1) = x
2
0 + x
2
1 − 16 ≤ 0
The results of numerical experiments for this problem are given in
Table 1. The best results for this problem are obtained using the log
penalty function , a combination of a log reformulation of the objective
function and an exponential reformulation of the constraint function and
a combination of a pth power reformulation of the objective function and
an exponential reformulation of the constraint function. These methods
provide the most efficiently minimized unconstrained function. They also
display the most consistent results, suggesting they are robust to changes
of starting points. Of further interest is the fact that the augmented
Lagrange is, on average, the most inefficient, but results fluctuate wildly
according to our choice of starting point.
2.2 Test Problem 2
f0(x1, x2) = −(x1x2)3 + 16000
subject to
f1(x1, x2) = (x1 − 1
2
)2 + (x2 − 1
2
)2 − 4 ≤ 0
x∗ = (1.9142, 1.9142), f∗0 = 15950.80
The results of numerical experiments for this problem are given in
Table 2. The best results for this problem are again obtained using the
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Table 2: Problem 2, Summary of Results
Reformulation Method min nf max nf average nf
Exponential Lagrange Function 599 1755 1206
log Penalty Function 135 231 158
pth-power Penalty Function 158 457 204
Quadratic Augmented Lagrange Function Failed to Solve
log-Exponential Lagrange Function 139 183 163
pth-power-Exponential Lagrange Function 136 189 154
log penalty function , a combination of a log reformulation of the objective
function and an exponential reformulation of the constraint function and
a combination of a pth power reformulation of the objective function and
an exponential reformulation of the constraint function. These methods
provide the most efficiently minimized unconstrained function. They also
display the most consistent results, suggesting they are robust to changes
of starting points. Perhaps the most interesting observation to be made
however is the failure of the quadratic augmented Lagrange approach to
provide a solution, thus any of the other Lagrange-type methods represent
a qualitative improvement for this problem.
2.3 Test Problem 3
f0(x) = −(
100∑
i=1
(xi − 2)2) + 1000
subject to
f1(x) = (
100∑
i=1
(xi − 1)4)− 1 ≤ 0
(x∗i = 0.6838, 1 ≤ i ≤ 100), f∗0 = 826.754
A summary of results of numerical experiments for this problem is
given in Table 3. The most efficient method for this problem is the com-
bination of a log reformulation of the objective function and exponential
reformulation of the constraint and the exponential Lagrangian. How-
ever this is only marginally better than the combination of a pth-power
reformulation of the objective function and an exponential reformulation
of the constraint function. In terms of sensitivity to starting points both
of these reformulation schema are the least sensitive. Once again the
augmented Lagrangian is both the most inefficient and most sensitive to
starting point selection.
3 Conclusion
From the results of our numerical experiments we are able to draw the
following conclusions with respect to nonconvex optimization problems
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Table 3: Problem 3, Summary of Results
Reformulation Method min nf max nf average nf
Exponential Lagrange Function 254806 575008 369562
log Penalty Function 152971 185141 170948
pth-power Penalty Function 159677 195688 179006
Quadratic Augmented Lagrange Function 280892 4135054 1388830
log-Exponential Lagrange Function 67434 89641 75438
pth-power-Exponential Lagrange Function 70329 88635 77351
with convex constraints.
1. Of the 6 reformulation methods studied the methods which combine
both a reformulation of the objective function and the constraint
function are most efficient in terms of the numerical methods used
and this is more pronounced for problems of high dimension. In
particular the log-exponential Lagrange function appears to be ex-
tremely efficient across all test problems.
2. The log-exponential Lagrangian and the log penalty function are
both robust with regard to changes of the initial point for the prob-
lems studied.
3. The most popular of the 6 methods, the quadratic augmented La-
grangian, was the least efficient of the 6 methods across the test
problems and failed to solve test problem 2.
4. The quadratic augmented Lagrangian was the least robust of the
6 methods with respect to changes in initial point across the test
problems it was able to solve.
5. The best reformulation method to use for nonconvex minimization
problems with a convex constraint is the log-exponential Lagrange
function.
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